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Abstract

As a result of widespread of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file shar-
ing applications, it is a serious problem that inter-domain
traffic between Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks in-
creases. In this paper, we present a novel inter-domain traf-
fic flow model focusing on the presence of a passive peer,
and proposes a new P2P traffic control method based on the
model. This method uses a filter considering P2P flow char-
acteristics and can be applied to the P2P networks whose
protocol is closed. We also evaluate both validity and effec-
tiveness of our proposals by performing more than 20 days
experiments using real P2P network environment. The re-
sults prove that our model is reasonable enough and the
proposed method is promising for decreasing inter-domain
P2P traffic.

1. Introduction

Since Napster[1] appeared in 1999, various Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) file sharing applications (e.g., WinMX, KaZaA,
Gnutella, Freenet, winny) have emerged one after an-
other. According to rapid spread of such applications,
their traffic volume (we call it “P2P traffic”) has been ex-
plosively increasing and this trend is considered to be
continued[2]. Reference [3] pointed out that P2P traf-
fic had been already consuming the major part of band-
width of the authors’ inter-domain links connecting to the
other domains.

From the viewpoint of inter-domain traffic volume, P2P
traffic has undesirable characteristics compared with tradi-
tional Web traffic. First, transmission object data size of
P2P applications is huge. Reference [3] reported that me-
dian P2P object size is 4Mbytes. while median Web ob-
ject size is 2Kbytes. Second, P2P traffic demand is not cen-
tralized in some locations, e.g., Data Centers, as server-
client based Web applications, but is distributed uniformly
into any pair of P2P terminals (peers) all over the Inter-
net. In other words, P2P applications build symmetrical

overlay networks (we call it “P2P networks”) on phys-
ical networks[4], on which all peers communicate each
other without considering their physical network locations.
We consider these characteristics have a serious impact on
inter-domain link bandwidth at first because it is relatively
smaller and more difficult to extend than intra-domain one.
Therefore, many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) need to
control P2P traffic especially on inter-domain links.

There are several works on P2P traffic control[5, 6, 7, 8].
The most general methods adopted in commercial systems
are based on P2P connection identification and restriction
such as filtering or bandwidth limiting[5, 6]. However, the
identification becomes more difficult today because of the
following reasons.

• Today’s P2P applications such as Gnutella do not use
any well-known TCP port numbers and any special IP
destinations, i.e., TCP port number/IP address based
identification is impossible.

• Some P2P applications use encrypted messages for
resource discovery and transfer, i.e., P2P application
level analysis is complex.

• The bandwidth of Internet access link is rapidly grow-
ing, i.e., online P2P identification requires enormous
processing power.

The other methods are based on introducing some asym-
metry into symmetrical P2P networks along physical net-
work topology. For example, reference [7] proposed to de-
ploy “Cache Servers” on their proprietary P2P networks
in order to save redundant resource transfer. Reference [8]
presented network-aware clustering techniques which help
to construct P2P networks fitting to physical topology by
restricting each peer to communicate with physically re-
mote peers. However these approaches can be taken only
in the case that P2P file sharing application protocol is dis-
closed and/or is possible to be modified. Practically, since
the protocol is closed in some major P2P file sharing appli-
cations such as KaZaA and winny, it is also necessary for
some method to control the P2P traffic even if its protocol
is closed.



Based on the above background, we have proposed to
use “passive peer” for providing resource cache equivalent
functions on such protocol closed P2P networks[9]. The
passive peer is realized by execution of corresponding P2P
application without any change, but it does not perform any
active operations such as resource creation and resource re-
quest (download request) origination, i.e., it only caches, re-
lays and replies resources. In addition, some filtering func-
tion is introduced in order to limit outgoing traffic from
the passive peer to other domains based on TCP connec-
tion level byte accounting to which P2P traffic characteris-
tics is reflected. As a result, the passive peer behaves as a
resource cache according to physical network topology and
inter-domain P2P traffic is expected to decrease.

In order to deploy our method into ISPs, it is important
to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method the-
oretically based on a reasonable inter-domain traffic flow
model of resource transfer. However recent works were
mainly focusing on P2P network scale, e.g., analyzing the
number of hops and search messages for finding/getting
resources[10][11]. This paper presents a novel inter-domain
traffic flow model considering the influence of additional
passive peer, and gives some theoretical analysis on the
method. Moreover we evaluate the validity of the model us-
ing captured traffic on a real P2P network.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a target P2P file sharing application and gives
our inter-domain traffic flow model including our proposed
method. Section 3 explains about winny, the most popu-
lar P2P file sharing application in Japan. Section 4 explains
traffic capture environment for a winny network and dis-
cusses the validity of presented model. Section 5 discusses
the implementation and effectiveness of proposed method
based on statistical analysis of captured traffic. Section 6
gives some conclusions.

2. P2P Inter-domain Traffic Flow Model

2.1. P2P File Sharing Application Overviews

P2P file sharing applications are classified according to
centralized server existence: hybrid and pure models[12]. In
a hybrid model, a centralized server is used to store meta-
information pieces such as identifiers and locations of re-
sources. At first a peer sends a search query to the server
to know the resource location as illustrated in Fig. 1. Then
it downloads the resource from the peer whose location is
replied by the server. In a pure model, a centralized server
is not used for resource search. A search query is relayed on
a hop-by-hop basis to the peer that knows the resource lo-
cation. Examples of hybrid model include Napster, and ex-
amples of pure model include Gnutella, Freenet.
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Figure 1: Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Model

Resource replication is widely used in pure P2P file shar-
ing applications[13] to protect resources from disappearing
due to peers leaving the P2P network. Figure 2 shows how
a resource is replicated. The reply with the resource is re-
layed on a hop-by-hop basis from the peer holding the re-
source. Each peer on the relay path stores the copy of re-
source (replicates it). Even if the peer is passive, i.e., it does
not originate any resource request, some resources are repli-
cated.

In this paper we consider pure P2P file sharing applica-
tions with replication because pure models are becoming
more popular than hybrid models, and because the replica-
tion is commonly used among such applications.
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Figure 2: A Example of Replication

2.2. Traffic Flow Model

In this section we describe the traffic flow model, based
on which we design a P2P traffic control method. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 3, the model consists of two types of do-
mains: My Domain and Other Domains. A domain repre-
sents a set of peers inside the same administrative scope. In
typical cases, a domain is equivalent to an ISP network. A
passive peer is added to the domain of interest, i.e., My Do-
main. This is used to control traffic between My Domain
and Other Domains, i.e., to reduce inter-domain P2P traf-
fic.

Traffic T is the total traffic amount both incom-
ing to and outgoing from the passive peer since the passive
peer was added. T is divided into four kinds of traf-
fic Tm

out,T
o
out,T

m
in ,T

o
in according to the directions of T . ’out’,

’in’ ,’m’ and ’o’ account for outgoing, incoming, My Do-
main and Other Domains, respectively. We define the
direction from the passive peer to other peers as outgo-
ing, and all the other direction as incoming. For exam-
ple, Tm

out is the total traffic amount from the passive peer to
peers in My Domain. To

in is that from peers in Other Do-
mains to the passive peer.

Each peer selects destination peers for communication.
Let p and q be the probabilities that a peer selects destina-
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Figure 3: Traffic Flow Model

tion peers in My Domain and Other Domains, respectively
(we call it “selection probabilities”). Note that q = 1 − p.
We assume that p (and also q) is equal for all the peers.
From this assumption, Tm

out,T
o
out,T

m
in and To

in satisfy the fol-
lowing equation:

Tm
in

To
in

=
Tm

out

T o
out
=

p
q

(p � 0, q � 0) (1)
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Figure 4: Three Roles of P2P Peer in Resource Transfer

Figure 4 depicts how a peer behaves when a resource re-
quest is received. A peer can play the following 3 roles: Re-
source Holder, Relay Peer and Requester. If a peer holds
the requested resource, it works as Resource Holder which
replies a stored resource to the requesting peer. The request-
ing peer is either Requester or Relay Peer. If a peer does not
hold the resource, it works as Relay Peer which forwards
this request to another peer, and wait for reply. Then it re-
lays the resource reply to the requesting peer. However note
that a passive peer does not originate any resource request.
In other words, a passive peer does not works as Requester.
Therefore, the model deals with only the reply and relay
traffic considering that the passive peer works as either Re-
source Holder or Relay Peer.

Since the passive peer doesn’t create any new resources,
all resources of the passive peer are received from others.
The passive peer works as a resources cache and the cache
performance κ is defined as:

κ =
Tout

Tin
(2)

where Tout and Tin are defined as:{
Tout = Tm

out + To
out

Tin = Tm
in + To

in

2.3. Traffic Flow Change

In this section we discuss the inter-domain traffic flow
change caused by the addition of passive peer. First, let
�peer be the total amount of inter-domain traffic in the case
that a passive peer is added. �peer is defined by the follow-
ing equation:

�peer = To
in + To

out (3)

Second, we define the inter-domain traffic without the
addition of passive peer. If the passive peer were not added:

• Tm
in and To

in were disappeared because the passive peer
does not originate any resource request, and

• resources transferred from/via the passive peer, i.e.,
Tm

out and To
out, would be directly transferred from other

peers (we call them “alternative peers”) as shown in
Fig. 5.

Thus we can regard Tm
out and To

out (= Tout) as inherent re-
source transfer demands among four types of traffic flow in
Fig. 3, irrespective of the presence of passive peer. Since al-
ternative peers are selected randomly, they are divided into
those in My Domain and Other Domains according to the
selection probability p and q. Figure 6 shows how Tm

out and
To

out migrates to the alternative peers. For example, Tm
out is

divided into pTm
out and qTm

out, the former is intra-domain and
the latter is inter-domain traffic respectively. To

out,T
m
out, p and

q satisfy the following equation:

{
To

out = pTo
out + qTm

out
Tm

out = pTm
out + qTm

out
(4)
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Figure 5: P2P Peer Behaviors in Resources Transfer
without Passive Peer
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Figure 6: Traffic Flows without Passive Peer



Let �nonpeer be the total amount of inter-domain traffic
without the passive peer. �nonpeer is defined by following
equation:

�nonpeer = qT m
out + pT o

out (5)

The traffic amount flow change caused by the passive peer
is the difference between �nonpeer and �peer. Let r be the ra-
tio of �nonpeer to �peer. In order to decrease inter-domain
traffic decrease by adding the the passive peer, the follow-
ing inequality must be satisfied:

r < 1 (6)

Otherwise, the inter-domain traffic increase adversely.
We obtain the condition that the inter-domain traffic de-

creases in the following way. Using equation (3) and (5) we
get:

r =
�peer

�nonpeer

=
To

in + To
out

qT m
out + pT o

out

=
1 + To

out/T
o
in

qT m
out/T

o
in + pT o

out/T
o
in

(7)

Substitute equation (1) and (2) for equation (7):

r =
1 + κ
2pκ

(8)

Substitute for equation (6)

κ + 1
2pκ

< 1

Solving this inequality for κ subject to 0 < p < 1 and κ > 0:

κ >
1

2p − 1
(p >

1
2

) (9)
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Figure 7: Area of Decrease Inter-domain Traffic by Pas-
sive Peer

The shaded part in Fig. 7 indicates the area satisfying
inequality (9), in which the passive peer can reduce inter-
domain traffic. It is clear that if the selection probability to

My Domain p is less than 1/2, the inter-domain traffic al-
ways increases due to the passive peer. On the contrary, the
probability must be at least 1/2 to decrease the inter-domain
traffic.

2.4. Proposed Method

We assume that the passive peer is added to an ISP net-
work. Because the ISP network corresponds to My Domain,
it is unlikely that the connection probability p is greater than
1/2. Since the passive peer addition itself does not decrease
the inter-domain traffic, we propose a method to decrease
the inter-domain traffic by controlling traffic flow of the pas-
sive peer[9]．

In order to decrease the inter-domain traffic, To
in and/or

To
out need be suppressed. However, if To

in is suppressed, the
passive peer cannot receive and store (for replication) re-
sources. This reduces cache performance κ of the passive
peer. From equation (8), it is clear that the decrease of κ
leads to the increase of r. Since we cannot limit To

in, we re-
strict T o

out which is the traffic flow outgoing from the passive
peer.

In the rest of section, we consider the passive peer with
the filtering limitation for To

out. Let T ′oout be the traffic amount
after the traffic limitation, and δ be the limit ratio. T ′oout,T

o
out

and δ satisfy the following equation:

T ′oout = δT
o
out (0 < δ < 1) (10)

The above limitation reduces the inter-domain traffic to
To

out − T ′oout. However a peer whose resource transfer is fil-
tered (we call it filtered peer) tries to get it from another
peer. Some of the limited traffic again becomes the inter-
domain traffic because some peers in My Domain is chosen
by the filtered peer in Other Domains. Let �peer f be the
inter-domain traffic in the case that the passive peer with
such traffic limitation is added to My Domain. Since the
peer is chosen according to selection probability p, �peer f

is defined by the following equation:

�peer f = (T o
in + T ′oout) + p(T o

out − T ′oout)
= To

in + (p + qδ)To
out (11)

Rewriting equation (7) using (11), we can obtain r f , the
ratio r with the limitation:

r f =
�peer f

�nonpeer

=
To

in + (p + qδ)To
out

qTm
out + pTo

out

=
1 + (p + qδ)κ

2pκ
(12)

In order to decrease the inter-domain traffic, the follow-
ing inequality must be satisfied:

r f < 1



κ(p + qδ) + 1
2pκ

< 1

We finally obtain the following inequality for κ subject
to 0 < p < 1 and κ > 0:

κ >
1

p − qδ
(p >

δ

δ + 1
) (13)
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Figure 8: Effective Area in Proposal Method

Figure 8 shows the effective areas for several δ values
(0.5, 0.2 and 0.1) in the proposed method. This figure makes
it clear that the smaller δ becomes, the lesser the inter-
domain traffic becomes, even if the selection probability p
is less than 1/2.

2.5. Time Dependency

Up to here, we have discussed the total traffic amount
since the passive peer was added. In this section we extend
the discussion to the transition of traffic amount change. We
define time series traffic data each of which represents a
value of some time period (e.g., 24 hours). Let �nonpeer(t)
and �peer(t) be the inter-domain traffic without the passive
peer at the tth period (t = 1, 2, 3 . . .), and that with the peer
at tth period, respectively. �nonpeer(t) and �peer(t) are de-
fined by the following equations:

�nonpeer(t) = qT m
out(t) + pT o

out(t)
�peer(t) = T o

in(t) + T o
out(t)

Cache performance of passive peer at the tth period κ(t)
is defined by the following equation:

κ(t) =
Tout(t)
Tin(t)

(14)

Let r(t) be the rate of �nonpeer(t) to �peer(t). r(t) repre-
sents the traffic amount change due to the passive peer at
the tth period. we get:

r(t) =
�peer(t)

�nonpeer(t)

=
1 + κ(t)
2pκ(t)

(15)

Let r f (t) be the rate of �nonpeer(t) to �peer f (t) consider-
ing the limitation in the passive peer. r f (t) is expressed as:

r f (t) =
1 + (p + qδ)κ(t)

2pκ(t)
(16)

Tout(t), which is traffic flow outgoing from the passive
peer in tth time period, is the sum of the relay traffic from
other peers and the reply traffic using its own stored re-
sources. The reply traffic is considered to increase corre-
sponding to the volume of stored resources. In other words,
if the volume of stored resources becomes large, the pas-
sive peer is likely to send a stored resource instead of re-
laying the resource from another peer. We assume that the
stored resource volume continuously increases as time goes
by if the passive peer is equipped with an enough storage.
If this assumption is correct, Tout(t), which includes the re-
ply traffic, increases with t. Thus, κ(t) increases with t (See
equation (14)). Finally, as shown in Fig. 8, r f (t) decreases
with t. This means that the proposed method is expected to
decrease further the inter-domain traffic as time goes by.

3. P2P File Sharing Application

We chose winny which is one of pure P2P file sharing
applications. Winny has been used popularly since 2002 in
Japan. The winny protocol is kept proprietary, and there is
no official technical document on how a winny peer works.
According to some public information [15], the winny de-
sign follows the Freenet architecture. Winny has following
features:

• encrypted messages and anonymity mechanisms for
resources and users,

• node hash keys which are computed from IP address
and TCP port number,

• resource replication using some pretending technique
for protection from leaving peers,

• dynamic P2P overlay network optimization, and

• separation of a resource transfer from a search, i.e., the
resource is directly transfered from a peer found by a
search request, which is different from Freenet.

Fig. 9 shows how a resource is searched and transfered
over a winny network. We explain an example communica-
tion sequence of winny according to Fig. 9.

1. A resource holder (peer f), i.e., a peer which has some
resource, distributes a key to neighbor peers. The key
includes some meta-information about the resource
and its holder.

2. A peer forwards a received key to another peer period-
ically, e.g., every one second, so that the key is flooded
to many peers. The peer (peer d) changes frequently



a resource holder entry on the key from the current
holder to itself in order to pretend the resource holder.

3. A requester (peer a) sends a search query to neighbor
peer, and receives the reply which includes the corre-
sponding key.

4. A requester then sends resource request to the resource
holder according to the key. The holder is sometime a
pretending holder (peer d). Since the pretending holder
does not hold the resource, it send the resource request
to the next resource holder (peer f: actual holder). Then
the pretending holder receives the resource, replicates
it and relays it to the requester.

In Fig.9, peer d replaces a resource holder entry on a key
created by peer f to itself. A requested resource is trans-
ferred on f→ d→ a, and is replicated by peers d and a.

d f

Resource Holder

a b c e keykeykeysearch search
replyreply

resourceresource

(1)(2)(3)

(4)
requestrequest

Requester

Figure 9: Searching and Transferring Resource over
Winny Network

This behavior of replication, where resources are repli-
cated by all peers on the resource transfer path, is called
Path Replication[13]. However, the resource transfer path is
not the same as the search path in winny although those are
the same in Freenet.

4. Validity of Traffic Flow Model

4.1. Traffic Measurement

In order to evaluate the validity of the traffic flow model
described in section 2, we installed a passive peer in an ISP
network and captured traffic between the passive peer and
winny peers all over the Internet. Figure 10 shows the traf-
fic measurement environment. A PC (P2P Passive Peer) on
which winny runs is connected to an ISP network through a
100 Mbps access line. The P2P peer doesn’t create any re-
source and doesn’t originate any resource request so that it
works just as a passive peer. The ISP network consists of 46
subnets, and has about 2 million IP addresses including net-
work and broadcast addresses. Table 1 shows the specifica-
tion of PC for P2P passive peer. We ran this P2P passive
peer for 21 days, and captured all the winny traffic outgo-
ing from and incoming to it.

capture

ISP NetworkInternet 100Mbps
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P2P Passive Peer

Figure 10: Traffic Measurement Environment

4.2. Selection Probability

First, we analyze the captured traffic to verify equa-
tion (1). Table 2 shows the summary of the captured traf-
fic. As shown in Fig.3, total amount of captured traffic T
is divided into four kinds: Tm

out,T
o
out,T

m
in and To

in. We calcu-
late the selection probability p and q independently from the
outgoing traffic (Tm

out/T
o
out) and the incoming traffic (Tm

o /T
o
o )

according to equation (1). The results are shown in table 2.
The ratio of q to p is similar in the case of the outgoing traf-
fic and the incoming traffic. We consider that this small dif-
ference is owing to the correctness of equation (1).

We then plots the change of selection probability p on
Fig. 11 when target duration of calculation is increased.
Each plot represent a value calculated from the traffic whose
capture duration is the day of x-axis. For example, a value
of p at the 5th day is calculated from the total traffic for 5
days. We consider that the selection probability gradually
converges. But unfortunately, 21 days are not long enough
to verify the convergence.
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Figure 11: Change of Selection Probability

4.3. Cache Performances

Figure 12 shows the transition of cache performance of
the passive peer until 21th day, i.e., κ(t) (t = 1, 2, . . . , 21).
Each κ(t) value is calculated using 1 day traffic on the tth

Table 1: Specification of PC for P2P Passive Peer
CPU Pentium III 750MHz
Memory 256MB
OS Windows 2000 SP4
Shared disk 1.6TB
P2P Application winny 2.0β7.1



Table 2: Summary of Measured Traffic
outgoing incoming

My Domain 25,737 MB 875 MB
Other Domains 321,241 MB 20,049 MB

p 0.075176 0.041843
q 0.925824 0.958157

day. It is clear that κ(t) increases continuously as long-term
tendency, and this confirms the assumption described in sec-
tion 2.5. Therefore we consider that r f (t) may decrease as
the time goes by, i.e., the inter-domain traffic decreases.
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Figure 12: κ(t): Cache Performance of Passive Peer

5. Implementation and Effectiveness

5.1. Implementation of Proposed Method

As described in section 2.4, the proposed method limits
the amount of outgoing traffic from a passive peer. However,
the method assumes that parameters such as p, q, which de-
pend on P2P network topology, do not change due to the
traffic limitation. Thus, we consider that the number of TCP
connections limited by filter should remain as few as pos-
sible. In order to design good filtering policy, we classify
TCP connections according to resource transfer amount.
Figure 13 shows the relatively cumulative frequency about
total connection number and total traffic amount. X-axis
shows the byte amount of user data transfered on a connec-
tion. We can easily find that connections with over 5 Mbytes
transfer occupy less than 1% of total connection number but
occupy about 90% of total traffic amount. Therefore we de-
sign the filter so as to cut these connections.

Then we implement a filter that runs together with a P2P
passive peer as shown in Fig. 14. The filter need not identify
the P2P traffic because only P2P traffic passes through the
filter. The filter cuts a TCP connection if:

• its destination peer is located on Other Domains, and

• cumulative outgoing data amount exceeds 5 Mbytes.

All IP addresses of My Domain are registered in advance
on the filter so that the filter can identify connections to
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Figure 13: Relatively Cumulative Frequency about Total
Connection Number and Total Traffic Amount

Other Domains. Besides, since a peer of the filtered con-
nection tries to the P2P passive peer again, the filter also
blocks the following connections:

• new TCP connection from a peer of filtered connection
within 30 sec.
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Figure 14: Implementation of Proposal Method and Traf-
fic Measurement Environment

Hereafter we give some discussion about our implemen-
tation using the measurement results.

5.2. Validity of Implementation

First we discuss the validity of the implementa-
tion. Equation (1) requests that the selection probabil-
ity p is equal for every peer. On the other hand, the filter
cuts some of the TCP connections, so that the P2P pas-
sive peer may seem unstable to other peers. If other peers
avoided connecting with the P2P passive peer, the corre-
sponding traffic, with which the P2P passive peer would
deal, would disappear. Therefore we analyze the cap-
tured traffic to estimate such side effects of the filter-
ing.

Our implementation cuts TCP connections whose data
transfer direction is outgoing from the passive peer to peers
in Other domains, which corresponds to To

out. If T o
out de-

creased while To
m was unchanged, Tm

out/T
o
out would be

changed and equation (1) would be inconsistent. Al-
though To

out must be known for observing the change
of Tm

out/T
o
out, we can only measure T ′oout instead. There-



fore we consider the change of number of TCP connections
as substitutes for T m

out/T
o
out.

We classify the connections into four groups accord-
ing to a couple of viewpoints: the ratio of outgoing traf-
fic amount to incoming and the Domain type of destination
peers. Let Cm

in,C
m
out,C

o
in and Cm

out be the numbers of connec-
tions of the four groups. For example. Cm

in is the number
of connections of which incoming traffic amount is larger
than outgoing, and of which destination peers are in My Do-
main. We consider that Cm

in/C
o
in and Cm

out/C
o
out substitute for

Tm
in/T

o
in and Tm

out/T
o
out. Figure 15 and Table 3 show the se-

lection probability p calculated from Cm
in/C

o
in,C

m
out/C

o
out in

the basis of day and the total days, respectively.
As shown in Table 3, the ratio of q to p is similar in

both outgoing and incoming connection cases. In addition,
Fig. 15 indicates the selection probability values are almost
stable in any time scale, i.e., 1 day through 30 days calcu-
lation duration. Therefore, we conclude that the outgoing
connection cutting does not affect the selection probability
p.
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Figure 15: Selection Probability Calculated from Number
of Connections

Table 3: Summary of Selection Probability Calculated
from Number of Connections

outgoing incoming
p 0.059875 0.05185
σ2 3.9 ∗ 10−5 9.1 ∗ 10−5

5.3. Effectiveness of Proposed Method

Second we discuss how the proposed method decreases
the inter-domain traffic. We calculate the inherent mount of
the outgoing traffic to Other Domains on the basis of day,
i.e., T o

out(t), that would be transferred to Other Domains if
the traffic were not limited. Since we cannot measure the in-
herent outgoing traffic, we obtain To

out(t) using equation (1)
as follows:

To
out(t) =

Tm
out(t)T

o
in(t)

Tm
in(t)

(17)

We also calculate limit ratio δ(t) from To
in(t) and T ′oout(t).

To
out(t) is calculated by equation (17), and T ′oout(t) is decided

based on the analysis of captured traffic. Figure 16 shows
the limit ratio δ(t) is almost between 0.01 and 0.05 except
for several days.

In addition, we calculate r f (t), the ratio of the traffic
amount without the passive peer to that with the passive peer
and the filter, for several possible pairs of limit ratio δ(t) and
selection probability p. 0.01 and 0.05 are chosen as δ(t), and
0.059875 and 0.05185 shown in Table 12 are chosen as p.
Figure 17 plots ratio r f (t) to cache performance κ(t) of the
x-axis. This graph shows that if κ(t) is large enough, the
inter-domain traffic can be decreased (i.e. r f (t) < 1) by our
method even if p is only around 5% such as our measure-
ment environment.
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Figure 17: Rate of Inter-Domain Traffic Change

Finally, we calculate r f (t) on the basis of day accord-
ing to equation (5) and plot on Fig. 18. Figure 18 shows
r f (t) gradually decreases and becomes less than 1 at 12th
day. After the day, r f (t) is almost always less than 1, and
its values are about 0.55 to 0.98. This means the proposed
method can decrease about 2-45% of �nonpeer. We conclude
that, at our experiment, the proposed method successfully
decreases the daily inter-domain traffic after 12th day with-
out a few exceptions, and that it is expected to decrease the
inter-domain traffic after that.
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Figure 18: Rate of Inter-domain Traffic Change by Pas-
sive Peer

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss a novel traffic flow model of
P2P file sharing application, which aims to grasp inter-
domain P2P traffic trend. This model has the following fea-
tures.

• The “passive peer” concepts, where we operate a P2P
peer itself as a resource cache, are adopted in order to
give some influence on inter-domain P2P traffic even
if its protocol details are not disclosed.

• The traffic related to the passive peer is classified
into four types according to traffic directions (incom-
ing/outgoing) and the physical locations of destination
peers (My Domain/Other Domains).

• As for the peer selection behavior, we assume that all
the peers select peers in My Domain following the
same probability p.

• Traffic limitation for traffic To
out (outgoing and Other

Domains) is also considered in order to give positive
influence on inter-domain P2P traffic.

Using the model, we show the passive peer itself cannot de-
crease inter-domain P2P traffic, rather increase it in the case
of p < 1/2. But we prove that inter-domain traffic can be de-
creased even in the case of p < 1/2 by applying traffic lim-
itation of To

out, the traffic outgoing from the passive peer to
peers in Other Domains. We also indicates that the decreas-
ing ratio is improved as time goes by.

Next we measure real traffic of “winny” which is the
most popular P2P file sharing application in Japan. From
this measurement result, we find the uniformity of selec-
tion probability p is maintained within 0.05 (5%) accuracy,
so that the validity of the model is cleared.

Moreover, we design and implement a simple filtering
method of To

out considering winny traffic characteristics. We
also introduce our filter implementation and a passive peer
into an ISP network with about 2 million IP addresses, and
evaluate the proposed method. According to this evaluation
result, we can conclude that the proposed method can de-
crease about 2-45% traffic between ISP Networks.
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